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Abstract—Several cybersecurity attack enumerations area
available today. These enumerations present lists of known attack
patterns (CAPEC), security weaknesses (CWE) or cybersecurity
vulnerabilities (CVE). These enumerations are being developed
separately and manually.
In this paper, we present the efforts in determining the relations between enumerations automatically. We rely on text-based,
graph-based and recommendation-based approaches. Then we
present of using the prediction in recommending related attacks
to SDN/NFV security issues.
Experimental results showed that we can actually infer real
relations. Furthermore, the results gave some insights into how
the enumerations are created and linked, and some suggestions
to improve the process in the future.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network softwarization with SDN and NFV attracts a lot of
attention from academia and industry in recent years. Indeed,
while the use of softwarized networks is increased, more
vulnerabilities will be found and used by attackers. In order
to handle efficiently security threats, security experts share
their knowledge. Hence, most important and common attack
patterns and vulnerabilities are collected and organized in attack enumerations. Recent years have seen attack descriptions
related to softwarized networks.
Using standard knowledge representations and enumerations
is a popular approach in dealing with security threats [1].
Several well-known security enumerations are developed and
maintained that provide to the community a well-annotated
knowledge repository on cyber-security issues. CAPEC (Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification), CWE
(Common Weakness Enumeration) and CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) are among them [2]. The enumerations provide open-source lists of security issues that can be
used by both researchers and practitioners.
Indeed, there are relations between these enumerations.
By presenting relations between them, we can extend our
knowledge regarding a particular problem. For instance, when
a reader checks a particular CVE item, she can benefit by
checking other related CAPEC or CWE items. Nevertheless
the relations are being created manually that cannot cope with
the large scale of these enumerations.
However, few research exists on finding the relations between these enumerations automatically, as well as suggesting possible related items. In this paper we present several

approaches for relation inference. Then we apply these approaches to find attack patterns and software weaknesses that
are related to SDN/NFV software vulnerabilities.
A. Enumerations
MITRE, which is a not-for-profit company1 , maintains three
security enumerations that are investigated in this paper.
• CAPEC (Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification) [3] is a public catalog of common attack
patterns classified intuitively.
• CWE (Common Weakness Enumeration) [4] is a formal
list of software weakness types.
• CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) [5] is a
list of common identifiers for publicly known cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
Ranking by abstraction level, we could say that CAPEC provides abstract information about attack pattern, CWE provides
a list of practical weaknesses that attackers can exploit, and
CVE provides the practical methods that attackers can use.
Definitely there are relations between the enumerations.
For instance, MITRE defined that the CAPEC item with ID
“1” (Accessing Functionality Not Properly Constrained by
ACLs) is related to several CWE items with the following
IDs: 285 (Improper Authorization), 732 (Incorrect Permission
Assignment for Critical Resource) etc.
However these relations have been defined manually. It
raises several problems:
• It is difficult to cope with large enumerations manually.
• It is difficult to define relationships through multiple
enumerations. For instance, there is no direct CAPECCVE relations defined. It will be more difficult if we
include more enumerations in the future.
• It is highly probable to miss a potential relation, or create
a not-related relation.
In this paper, we address two problems:
• How to infer a relation between items that belong to
different enumerations? In other words, how to reconstruct the links established by human experts? We refer
the problem as link prediction.
• Given an item, how to recommend related items that
belong to other enumerations? In other words, we want
1 https://www.mitre.org

to find potential links that human experts might miss. We
refer the problem as link recommendation.
As a result, we provide the security practitioners with
more useful information to understand and handle a security
incidents, i.e. indicating other threats which seems very similar
by nature and for which she can thus apply a similar corrective
action.
In this paper, we present the enumerations as a graph with
nodes as items and edges as relations between them. Hence
the goal is to analyze and predict missing links. By using
graph-, text- and matrix-based features, we can effectively
predict the links that are established manually and recommend
new relations that did not exist in the data. We particularly
apply our techniques to threats and vulnerabilities related to
softwarized networks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
the related studies. We describe our methods in details in
Section III. The experimental results are discussed in Section
IV. We conclude our paper and draw some potential future
works in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since its beginning in 1999 [1], CAPEC, CWE and CVE
have been used as important enumerations in security analysis
[6], attack modelling [7] or risk assessment [8].
To the best of our knowledge, there is not yet a comprehensive study on relations between different enumerations. In fact,
several studies focused on analyzing a single enumeration and
its internal dependencies, or analyzing established relations
that are created manually by researchers.
Several research works focus only on CAPEC data. The
author of [9] presented a work on taxonomy analysis and
visualization of CAPEC. The study analyzed the relations
within CAPEC items in different visualized approaches such
as clustering or hierarchical analysis. However, the study does
not analyze the CAPEC items in the relation with external
enumerations like CVE. Furthermore, the study focuses on
established relations rather than discovering the new ones.
Related to [9], the authors of [2] analyzed the established
relations to build an ontology rather than studying the missing
links between enumerations.
Regarding CVE analysis there exist the works of [10], [11]
or [12]. The authors analyzed the internal dependencies inside
the CVE enumeration but do not extend the analysis to external
knowledge repositories.
In other further analyses and usage of ontology based on
open attack enumerations [13] there is no inference on finding
new relations between CAPEC, CWE and CVE.
The authors of [14] presented a similar approach with
us by using TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document
Frequency) to measure the similarity of CAPEC items and
event-log. However, the authors do not utilize graph and
matrix-based information. Furthermore, the authors focused
on a different objective: they want to match a CAPEC item
with an event-log rather than a CWE or CVE item.

Partly the work of [6] shared a similar goal with our study.
However, similar to [14], the authors of [6] do not utilize the
graph information. Furthermore, the authors used word2vec
[15] that usually requires a large training dataset, and the
result of word2vec is not clear and easy to interpret as the
result of TF-IDF. On the other hand, akin to [14], the authors
of [6] utilized an unsupervised learning without an explicit
evaluation. Hence, it is difficult to evaluate the performance
of the matching process. In our study we evaluate the recommendation by both manual and automated evaluations.
In the PhD thesis of [16] the author elaborated hybridrecommendation techniques for defender counteractions. However, as we will show in the Section IV, the traditional recommendation techniques are not quite useful in our scenario
due to the sparsity of the graph.
In this paper, we analyze the external relations over multiple
enumerations. We aim to not only analyzing and reconstructing
established relations but also discovering and recommending
the new relations that did not exist yet.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
1) Graph-based approach: By representing enumerations
and relations between them as a graph, we turn the problem
into link-prediction problem in graphs [17]. The nodes of the
graph are items in enumerations, and links between them are
relations defined in the enumerations. We consider only nondirected graphs, because the relations are bi-directional.
Intuitively, if two nodes are more similar, it is more likely
that they are related. Therefore we need to define a similarity
function.
We leveraged different similarity-based link-prediction algorithms: s1 , s2 and s3 . We use Γx to denote the list of neighbors
of node x in the graph.
• Adamic-Adar index [18] is a similarity measure that
calculates the similarity score between two nodes as:
X
1
(1)
s1 (x, y) =
log|Γz |
z∈Γx ∩Γy

•

Resource allocation [19] is motivated by the resource
allocation process in complex graphs.
X
1
s2 (x, y) =
(2)
|Γz |
z∈Γx ∩Γy

•

Adamic-Adar and Resoure Allocation metrics perform
well in social networks [17] due to the fact that human
might actively seek to new connections. However, in an
extremely sparse graph, the existing relations might not
enough to verify the similarity of the nodes. Hence we
use the third metric that is Preferential Attachment.
Preferential attachment is motivated from the BarabaśiAlbert graph model [20]. The main idea of the model is
“the rich get richer”, i.e. if a node has a high connection
degree, it is more likely that it will be connected in the
future. More precisely, in Barabaśi-Albert graph model
nodes are added one by one. When a new node is added,

it will connect with each existing nodes with a probability
that is proportional to the number of links that the existing
nodes already have.
Formally, suppose a new node x is added to the graph
G =< V, E >, the probability that x will connect to the
node i is:
|Γi |
k∈V |Γk |

pi = P

(3)

The preferential attachment similarity score is calculated
as:
s3 (x, y) = |Γx ||Γy |
(4)
2) Text-based approach: Because items are text-based description, comparing the text would be helpful to detect those
which are related to each other. Text similarity calculation is
an active research trend today. Multiple approaches have been
defined in last several decades. However, in this study we focus
on using Term Frequency (TF) - Inverse Document Frequency
(IDF) [21] technique due to several reasons:
• TF-IDF does not require a huge training dataset.
• Based on our observations, the relations between two
items usually can be determined by keywords. For instance, if two items both mention some keywords like
buffer over-read or ACL misconfiguration, it is likely
that the two items are related. Using TF-IDF we can effectively extract keywords from contents of enumeration
items.
• The items of the security enumerations are written in
semi-formal language, i.e. they follow some specific
writing styles for scientific articles. Therefore we do not
need to worry about the semantic difference.
TF of a term t in a document d is calculated as
count(t, d)/|d| and IDF of a term t for a document d in a
set of document D is calculate as log[n/df (t)] + 1. Here, we
notate count(t, d) as the number of occurrences of term t in
the document d, and df (t) is the number of documents that
contains the term t. The similarity score is calculated by using
cosine distance function. Therefore, a keyword specific to a
document is a word which is frequent in this document but
very rare in other ones.
In order to apply TF-IDF in an efficient manner, considered
terms for calculation are limited. Stop-words and terms with
a frequency higher than 95% are removed since they are not
representative and so will have a very IDF factor. Also, the
terms with a frequency lower than 5% are also removed as
they are not representative of the document (a low TF value
in that case).
3) Recommendation-based approach: If we present the
enumerations and the relations as a matrix, the task of relation
prediction turns to be matrix completion [22]. We applied
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) technique [23] from
recommendation systems to fill out the missing values.
In order to doing so, we present the relations between enumerations as a matrix. For instance, we can present CAPECCWE relations as a matrix D with rows are CAPEC items and

Fig. 1. Matrix factorization

columns are CWE items. The value of the cell D(i, j) should
present the relation from CAPEC item i to the CWE item j.
The task of predicting a link between a CAPEC item i and
a CWE item j becoming the task of filling value for the cell
D(k, l).
The task is done by finding a factorization of a matrix D
such as D ≈ P × Q in such P presents CAPEC items and Q
presents CWE items. The predicting value of D(i, j) = Pi .QTj
is calculated by inner product. We visualize the process in
Figure 1.
We note that all above methods are used for the link
prediction task, but only text-based method is used for link
recommendation task.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Datasets
In this work, three public datasets are used:
2
• CAPEC version 2.11 that contains 545 definitions.
3
• CWE version 3.0 that contains 714 definitions.
4
• CVE data created on 06-Feb-2018 that contains 122, 866
definitions.
We display the relations between three datasets in Figure 2.
The links represent the relations between items in corresponding datasets. For instance, one CAPEC item can have relations
with multiple CAPEC items as well as multiple CWE items.

Fig. 2. Relations between datasets

B. Metrics
Because we address two problems (prediction and recommendation), two sets of metrics have been defined.
a) Term Definitions: To recall, if we represent the predicted labels and true labels as in Table I.
We calculate the accuracy, recall (or True Positive Rate),
precision and FPR (False Positive Rate) as follows. Accuracy
2 https://capec.mitre.org/data/
3 https://cwe.mitre.org/data/index.html
4 http://www.cve.mitre.org/data/downloads/index.html

TABLE I

Fig. 3. Area Under Curve

measures the ratio of correct prediction over the total number
of prediction. Precision measures the ratio of correct positive
prediction over the total number of positive prediction. Recall
measures the ratio of positive instances that the model can
retrieve from the predictive dataset (testing set).

it can be easily biased by majority classes, in that case the
absence of a link.
Therefore, we used Area Under Curve (AUC) score to evaluate our prediction. AUC is suggested to be used in evaluating
the prediction on imbalanced dataset [24] as [25] showed that
is is a better metric in representing the performance of a
learning algorithm compared to accuracy. We note that, given
the output of our learning algorithm which can be considered
as the probability of the existence of links, we prefer AUC
to F − 1 score. The reason is that AUC metric is defined on
a list of probabilistic prediction while F − 1 score is defined
based on discrete predictions.
2) Link Recommendation: We select a set of SDN/NFV
vulnerabilities from CVE dataset, apply our technique to
recommend related attack patterns and security weaknesses
and present them as a list of ranked related items ranking by
the TF-IDF based similarity score. Then we assess manually
the relatedness between the items.
In order to test the accuracy of the recommendation in a
more automated manner, we also consider the metric recall.
For instance, given a CVE item x. In the dataset, the human
experts defined that x is related to CAPEC items y1 and y2 . In
recommendation phase when we temporarily remove the existing links connected to x and present a list of recommended
CAPEC items that our system determined as related to x, these
recommended links should also include y1 and y2 .
C. Experimental Results

accuracy = T P + T N /(T P + F P + F N + T N )

(5)

recall = T P /(T P + F N )

(6)

precision = T P /(T P + F P )

(7)

F P R = F P /(F P + T N )

(8)

The AUC score is calculated as the area under the ROC
curve as visualized in Figure 3. ROC curve is formed by
two axes: TPR (i.e, precision) and FPR, i.e. it presents the
performance of a model regarding a metric (TPR).
1) Link Prediction: We consider the problem of relation
prediction as a classification, i.e. given two items, one is a
CAPEC item and one is a CWE item, or one is a CWE item
and one is a CVE item, we need to predict if there a relation
between them exists or not. Therefore, the problem is a binaryprediction problem.
The datasets are actually severely imbalanced. Considering
two datasets that contain M and N items respectively, the total
number of possible relations between them is M ∗ N . Hence,
there is up to 389, 130 relations between CAPEC and CWE,
and up to 87, 726, 324 relations between CWE and CVE.
By contrast there are only 700 CAPEC-CWE relations and
2, 190 CWE-CVE relations defined. Considering this issue,
the regular accuracy metric should not be used [24] because

1) Link Prediction: In fact, the link prediction problem can
be considered as the link-sign prediction problem in graphs
[26] if we consider the existence of a link between two nodes
as a link with value of “1” and the non-existence of a link is
a link with value of “0”.
We followed the evaluation configuration of [26]: to predict
the link that already existed, we temporarily remove this link
from the graph and use the remaining as the training data;
and to predict the links that does not exist in the graph we
simply use the entire original graph as the training data. The
configuration is similar to “leave-one-out” cross validation
[24]. We expect the predictive value in the former case will
be close to 1 while the predictive value in the latter case will
be close to 0. It is noteworthy that we expect that the values
corresponding to the links that actually existed in the dataset
should be close to “1”. If there is a CAPEC item and a CVE
item that seem to be related but the authors of the enumerations
did not declare a relation between them, we expect that the
value for this non-existed link should close to “0”.
In fact, the graph features can be used directly as the
unnormalized predictive values.
For instance, we can simply set a rule such as, if the graph
feature is greater than 0.5 we will predict the missing link as
an existed link and vice versa.
However, in order to increase the performance of the predictive algorithm we additionally performed logistic regression to
train a classifier.

Fig. 5. Performance in term of AUC values using different graph similarity
functions.

Fig. 4. SMOTE

We also applied sampling preprocessing techniques, i.e.
over-sampling, under-sampling and SMOTE [27] to further
improve the predictive power of the classifier.
Over-sampling means that we create multiple copies of
the minority class while with under-sampling we only take
a subset of majority classes into training dataset.
SMOTE [28] stands for Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique, means that we create synthetic training data to
increase the number of instances from minority classes. The
SMOTE algorithm works as follows.
Consider a dataset with two classes A and B with B is the
minority classes. We aim to increase the number of instances
of B. Suppose that we want to create new T instances of B.
We select randomly T instances from the class B. For each
instances, we find k nearest neighbours (from B only) and
select randomly 1 neighbour from these k instances. The idea
is that, the new created synthetic data point will lie somewhere
in between the original data point and the neighbour. The
pseudo-code is displayed in Figure 4.
First of all, we evaluated the performance of models using
different graph features. The prediction result when we use
only graph similarity values as a feature is shown in Figure 5.
We observed that, using preferential attachment value achieves
much higher AUC value than other similarity values. In fact,
the best learning model achieves a very high AUC value of
0.925. From now on we use the term graph feature to refer
to preferential attachment value.
Secondly, we verified the performance of learning models
using each individual feature. We display the result in Figure
6. We observed that the model using graph feature individually
has significant improvement compared to other features.
The results shed the lights on the development process of
the enumerations. Theoretically, we might expect an uniform
distribution of relations, i.e. for instance in linking a new
CAPEC item to existing CWE items we should expect that
each CWE item has a similar probability to be considered.

Fig. 6. Performance in term of AUC using different feature without sampling
preprocessing.

However the results suggested that the development process
of the enumerations follow the Barabaśi-Albert graph model,
i.e. when a new item is created, the authors might follow the
existing links to determine related items rather than scanning
through the entire enumerations.

Fig. 7. Performance in term of AUC values using preferential attachment and
TF-IDF values.

In order to validate the observation, we added text similarity
feature into the learning model. We show the result in Figure
7. It turns out that adding text similarity feature decreases the
performance of the learning model. In order to determine the
links that will be actually added manually to the enumerations,
graph features play a more important role than text similarity
features.

Similarly, using recommendation-based approaches, i.e. matrix factorization, does not improve the performance of the
learning model. It is mostly due to the cold-start problem
where the matrix factorization techniques usually fail [29],
i.e. it is because of the matrix is too sparse for the matrix
factorization technique can be effectively performed.
2) Recommendation: We selected five CVE items that are
related to SDN/NFV domains. The selected CVE items are
CVE-2016-3708, CVE-2016-5363, CVE-2017-8189, CVE2017-9265 and CVE-2017-1000411. To give the reader an
idea of a CVE item, we present the content of existing CVE
items as follows. We note that no relations from these CVE
items to CAPEC or CWE were defined. Therefore, if any
recommendation are proposed by our approach, it may bring
new information to the enumerations.
CVE-2017-8189:
FusionSphere
OpenStack
V100R006C00SPC102(NFV) has a path traversal
vulnerability. Due to insufficient path validation,
an attacker with high privilege may exploit this
vulnerability to cover some files, causing services
abnormal.
CVE-2016-3708: Red Hat OpenShift Enterprise 3.2,
when multi-tenant SDN is enabled and a build is
run in a namespace that would normally be isolated from pods in other namespaces, allows remote
authenticated users to access network resources on
restricted pods via an s2i build with a builder image
that (1) contains ONBUILD commands or (2) does
not contain a tar binary.
We calculated the similarity scores of these CVE items and
recommend the top similar items from CAPEC and CWE
enumerations.
For instance, regarding the item CVE-2017-8189, we recommend the following CAPEC and CWE items.
• CAPEC-23: File Content Injection.
• CAPEC-17: Accessing, Modifying or Executing Executable Files.
• CAPEC-69: Target Programs with Elevated Privileges.
• CWE-22: Improper Limitation of a Pathname to a Restricted Directory (’Path Traversal’).
• CWE-99: Improper Control of Resource Identifiers (’Resource Injection’).
• CWE-23: Relative Path Traversal.
Regarding the item CVE-2016-3708, we recommend the
following CAPEC and CWE items.
• CAPEC-1: Accessing Functionality Not Properly Constrained by ACLs.
• CAPEC-88: OS Command Injection.
• CAPEC-498: Probe iOS Screenshots.
• CWE-285: Improper Authorization.
• CWE-749: Exposed Dangerous Method or Function.
• CWE-862: Missing Authorization.
Regarding the subjective evaluation, i.e. based on manual
evaluation, while a few recommendations might not be strong
related ones, we can see that most recommendations are

meaningful (such as CAPEC-17, 23 and CWE-22, 99 for CVE2017-8189). Therefore, these recommendations can provide
valuable information for the authors of the enumerations in
the linking process.
Regarding the objective evaluation, we calculate recall@10,
i.e. we use the top-10 related items as our recommendation.
By this configuration, we achieved the recall metric of 0.912.
Hence we conclude that the recommendation are related to the
given items.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we research on the problem of automatic
linking between different security enumerations and recommending attack patterns related to SDN/NFV vulnerabilities.
The enumeration development follows the Barabasi and Albert
model [20] and by using preferential attachment method we
can effectively predict the links between enumeration items.
On the other hand, by using TF-IDF method we can recommend missing links between enumerations. We demonstrated
the usage of the method by recommending attack patterns and
software weaknesses related to SDN/NFV vulnerabilities.
In the future, we might include more attack enumerations
such as NVD5 and FIRST6 or real attack logs to analyze their
relationship.
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